**Abstract**

**Objective:** Previous studies suggested that Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) process may possibly contribute to late life-onset depression (LLOD). We aimed to investigate whether LLOD is associated with cerebral amyloidosis and regional cortical atrophy, the two key brain changes in AD process, considering vascular risks together.

**Methods:** Twenty nine non-demented individuals who first experienced major depressive episode (MDE) after age of 60 years were recruited as LLOD subjects, and 27 non-demented elderly individuals who had no life-time experience of MDE were included as normal controls (NC). All participants received a comprehensive clinical assessment including vascular risks evaluation, magnetic resonance imaging, ^11^C-labeled Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB) positron emission tomography and plasma beta-amyloid (Aβ) peptides level assessment.

**Results:** Among LLOD subjects, 48% of them had comorbid mild cognitive impairment (MCI) diagnosis, while none of NC subjects did. In VBM analysis, LLOD, irrespective of comorbid MCI diagnosis, was associated with prominent prefrontal cortical atrophy (FWE corrected p\<0.05, k=100). LLOD with comorbid MCI (LLOD~MCI~) subgroup showed increased cerebral PiB retention (p=0.036) and plasma Aβ~1--40~ (p=0.006) and Aβ~1--42~ peptides (p=0.03), as measures of cerebral amyloidosis, compared to NC, while overall LLOD group and LLOD without MCI (LLOD~woMCI~) did not. LLOD individuals had higher systolic blood pressure (SBP) than NC subjects (p=0.017), particularly in subjects with LLOD~woMCI~ (p=0.026). Multiple logistic regression analysis including diagnostic group (LLOD vs. NC) as a dependent variable showed that prefrontal cortical atrophy was significantly associated with LLOD diagnostic state (p=0.002), while cerebral PiB retention and SBP did not after controlling age, gender, and education.

**Conclusion:** Our findings suggest that AD process probably contributes to LLOD occurrence via prefrontal neuronal injury from MCI stage, while vascular process, high SBP in particular, is associated with LLOD in cognitively asymptomatic state via prefrontal neuronal injury.
